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Abstract—The concept of liquid clocks introduced in this paper is
a significant step towards a more precise compile-time framework for
the analysis of synchronous and polychromous languages. Compiling
languages such as Lustre or Signal indeed involves a number of static
analyses of programs before they can be synthesized into executable
code, e.g., synchronicity class characterization, clock assignment,
static scheduling or causality analysis. These analyses are often
equivalent to undecidable problems, necessitating abstracting such
programs to provide sound yet incomplete analyses. Such abstractions unfortunately often lead to the rejection of programs that
could very well be synthesized into deterministic code, provided
abstraction refinement steps could be applied for more accurate
analysis. To reduce the number of false negatives occurring during
the compilation process, we leverage recent advances in type theory
– with the definition of decidable classes of value-dependent type
systems – and formal verification, linked to the development of
efficient SAT/SMT solvers, to provide a type-theoretic approach
that considers all the above analyses as type inference problems.
To simplify the exposition of our new approach in this paper, we
define a refinement type system for a minimalistic, synchronous,
stream-processing language to concisely represent, analyze, and
verify logical and quantitative properties of programs expressed as
stream-processing data-flow networks. Our type system provides a
new framework for representing logical time (clocks) and scheduling
properties, and to describe their relations with stream values and,
possibly, other quantas. We show how to analyze synchronous stream
processing programs (à la Lustre, Signal) to enable previously
described analyses involved in compiling such programs. We also
prove the soundness of our type system and elaborate on the
adaptability of this core framework by outlining its extensibility
to specific models of computations and other quantas.

I. Introduction
Designing robust control for cyber-physical systems is a
challenging problem for control system engineers. Designing
resilient control systems for today’s power plants, automotive
dynamics, or avionics, are problems that are solved mathematically,
simulated in MATLAB/Simulink or similar tools, for validation,
and then implemented in software by engineers. The process of
going from the mathematical equations to software implementation
is often error prone, hence the considerable research over the
last two decades on automated code synthesis from formal
specifications of control algorithms. Given that control algorithms
are equational, to capture the computation involved, data-floworiented formal languages such as Kahn networks, Lustre, Signal,
Synchronous Data-Flow (SDF) have been proposed in the late
80s [3], [11–13]. Synchronous data-flow-oriented formal languages
differ from other data-flow languages in that they are based on
the “synchronous hypothesis”, which requires that computation be
performed as a sequence of reactions to inputs taken from multiple
streams of inputs. These input streams are usually either sampled
values of physical quantities measured from the physical system
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under control, or events generated from other parts of the control
system such as interrupts, completion signals, acknowledgements,
timer signals. One major difference between languages like SDF,
Lustre and Signal lies in the underlying model of time. In SDF
and Lustre, reactions are totally ordered, and form the necessary
artefacts to create the reaction boundaries, namely ‘clocks’, which
have to satisfy certain constraints, checked at compile time. The
compilation problem of data-flow syn/poly-chronous languages
thus involves a ‘clock calculus’ which, in the case of Lustre,
amounts to checking that all clocks are related to a main one from
which the ‘activation’ of every computation is derived [11]. In the
case of Signal, this becomes the more general issue of finding,
first, if such a main clock exists [2], and, second, how others relate
to it. This problem is solved, in most practical cases, by abstract
reasoning on Boolean relations. Additionally, Satisfiability (SAT)
Modulo Theory (SMT) solver-based extensions have recently been
kludged into the implementation of these calculi and synthesis
engines [9], [21].
This entire process of static analysis, capturing program
properties in a logic with suitable decision procedures, is the crux
of extending synthesis techniques to quantitative specifications. In
this paper, instead of integrating time and quantitative reasoning
at the implementation level of the synthesis engine or defining
specific type systems to represent each of its logical, quantitative
or causal aspects [4], [8], [18], we propose a generic type
theory based on refinement types to integrate this ability into the
language’s static semantic itself and improve synthesizability of
programs from its data-flow specifications [9], [21]. The advantage
of doing that is manifold, but, most importantly, the type inference
algorithms themselves will also decide synthesizability.
We adopt the liquid type theory introduced by Jhala et al. [25],
[30–32] to apply and extend it to the context of timed data-flow
languages by the introduction of properties on time and causality:
the theory of what we call ‘liquid clocks’. Capturing quantitative
properties of timed data-flow specifications, in a decidable manner,
using liquid types, opens to a variety of applications, from
the integration of contract systems, the traceability of program
properties from specification to generated code, to translation
validation and certified code generation. Moreover, liquid types
allow to revisit many of the ad-hoc and problem-specific algebras
and/or type theories that have been proposed to capture many
variations of the strictly synchronous hypothesis using periodic,
multi-rate, affine, regular, integer, cyclo-static, continuous time
models... all into one single, unified, verification framework.
Liquid types also open to considering a large variety of models of
computation and communication (MoCC), not only synchronous
and polychronous data-flow in the spirit of SDF, Simulink, Lustre
and Signal, but also multi-rate, cyclo-static, data-parallel MoCC.

Outline Section II starts with the presentation of a generic dataflow language, with its typing system, to describe the network
structuring cooperating stream functions. Section III presents
our refinement type inference system. A constructive dynamic
semantics of the language is given in Section IV for the purpose of
stating a subject reduction property, Section V. Sections VI and VII
extend our data-flow language with primitives that implement the
MoCC of synchronous data-flow languages like Lustre and Signal;
we tackle the properties of determinism and deadlock-freedom by
means of an interpretation of liquid types. Section VIII addresses
the related work before the conclusion.
II. A simple data-flow language
We introduce as data-flow language a lambda-calculus of
expressions over stream functions; even though minimalistic, it is
expressive enough to handle discrete streams of timed events
Syntax An expression e defines here a network of stream
functions build from definitions, d; one can reference a stream x,
apply it to a function expression, in e x, or add a local definition
d in the scope of e with let d in e. A definition d is either a (nonrecursive) function f pxq “ e that parameterizes the expression e
over x, or the simultaneous composition of (possibly recursive)
equations x “ e. An equation x “ y ‹ z defines the stream x by
the repeated application of the operator ‹ on values incoming
from y and z. It usually requires the availability of a value along
y and z before performing the operation that defines x. Such an
occurrence is called an event of x and its repetition, a clock, x̂.
e ::“ x
| ex
| let d in e

stream
application
definition

d ::“ f pxq “ e
| x“e
| d| x“e

function
equation
composition

Meta-variables used in the grammars and rules follow some
naming conventions. Streams are noted x, y, z and sometimes c, n
if they hold a constant value (a Boolean, an integer). Operators,
seen as stream functions, or processes are written f . The constant
identifier pq stands for void.
Static semantics The type system for stream functions defines
three classes of types for basic data, noted b, streams, noted s,
and program objects, noted t. A stream type s is a data-dependent
type structure consisting of a value identifier ν, a base type b
and a property p of ν; the stream value variable ν denotes the
output of primitive operators on streams. Streams are first-order
objects (they do not carry functions). A liquid type t is either a
stream s or a function x : s Ñ t. The liquid type x : s Ñ t of a
function associates a property to the type s of its parameter x
and its result (a program object t). For instance, the type x : int Ñ
xy : int | y ě xy Ñ xν : int | ν ě yy denotes a function that maps an
integer x to a function that, first, expects its argument y to be
greater or equal to x and, second, yields a result greater than y.
Finally, a type environment E is a set registering declared stream
and function names with their types. We note E, px : tq for the
extension of E with a name x of type t; E, px : tq is defined iff
x R dompEq. The empty environment rs can be omitted. In [29],
stream functions also support pairs px, eq, of type s ˆ t, and
data-type polymorphism, noted Λα.e, of type @α.t, instantiated to
trb{αs by erbs, as in [25].
b ::“ () | bool | int
s ::“ xν : b | py

data-type
stream-type

t ::“ s | x : s Ñ t
E ::“ rs | E, px : tq

type
context

Logical Qualifiers Properties p and atomic logical qualifiers q
are defined on the quantifier-free logic of uninterpreted functions
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and linear arithmetic (QF-EUFLIA) amenable to automatic
verification using, e.g., SMT solving or theorem proving [20].
Properties are limited to the conjunction of and implication (or
equivalence) between qualifiers q, in Q. A liquid type always holds
a property p (of type boolean) in conjunctive form. In the same
manner as [32], qualifiers q are typed boolean formulas constructed
by a grammar starting from constants b (Booleans true and false),
streams x, and unary and binary measures ‹. Measures ‹ are
uninterpreted boolean and integer operators. The clock operator
x̂ stands for the symbolic period of data on a stream x; it is a
boolean here, but could be an integer, depending on the model of
time under consideration. Another peculiarity is the distinction
between causal (non-reflexive) input-output stream equality, noted
x “ q, and its implied reflexive (a-causal) logical equality x ““ q
and equivalence x ô q (see Section VII).
::“
| q
| p^ p
| pñp
q ::“ ν | ‹ q | q ‹ q
‹ ::“
| ˆ
| ^| | ñ | _ | ´ |
| ˆ | ` | ´ | ă | ď | “ | ““
p

liquid refinement
qualifier
conjunction
implication
qualifier, in Q
measure
clock
boolean
integer

III. Type inference
The proposed type inference system is defined in the spirit
of Razou et al. [32] and extends the specification, inference and
verification of timed, or clocked, properties. We do not need to use
polymorphism at all since all process types are data parameterdependent; defining the appropriate model and type inference
algorithm becomes this way a lot easier, while providing little
limitations for our application domain.
Intrinsic stream functions The typing judgment E $ ‹ : t for
intrinsic functions ‹ is very much in the spirit of related work in
synchronous programming as to its logical, timed and arithmetic
properties [5], [9], [25]. In the remainder, we use the following
abbreviations to designate liquid types in which a value variable
ν isn’t used or when its scope is not ambiguous.
Ÿ

Ÿ

b “ ν : b “ xν : b | truey

Ÿ

bxpy “ xν : b | py

An intrinsic synchronous expression/definition x “ y ‹ z requires
its input and output streams x, y, z to be present at the same
time: it repeatedly pulls values from input streams, computes a
result and pushes it on the output stream. This yields two timing
invariants. First, the clocks of x, y, z must be true at the same time:
x̂ ô ŷ ô ẑ. Second, the value of the output stream is defined
only if its clock is present: x̂ ñ x “ y ‹ z. Also, Boolean and
integer constants are defined by constant streams.
E $ c : xν : bool | ν̂ ñ pν “ cqy
E $ not : x : bool Ñxν : bool | p x̂ ô ν̂q^ v̂ ñ pν “ xqy
E $ plus : x : int Ñ y : int Ñxν : int | p x̂ ô ŷ ô ν̂q^ v̂ ñ pv “ x ` yqy
E $ pos : x : int Ñxν : bool | pν̂ ô x̂q^ v̂ ñ pv “ px ě 0qqy
Well-formed types In a refinement type system, types are subject
to the well-formed relation E $ t X. First, it ensures the type
consistency of properties generated during type inference. For
instance, the rule for stream types xν : b | py applies the type
inference rules to check that the property has a Boolean type.
Second, it ensures proper lexical scoping of terms during type

inference. By using it, the abstraction of qualifiers is strictly
enforced once a term escapes the scope of its definition. The
property of well-formedness extends to type environments E.
E, ν : b $ p : bool
E $ bX
E $ xν : b | py X
E $ s X E, x : s $ t X E $ t X E, x : t $ F X
E $ x : t, F X
E $ px : sq Ñ t X

(T-FUN)

(S-SIG)

A logical interpretation p|t|q is defined by induction on the structure
of types and environments as the interpreted conjunction of
properties implied by the meaning of a type t. We write prx{vs
for the substitution of v by x in p; tt denotes the true value.
p|xv : b | py|q “ p
p|x : s Ñ t|q “ tt
p|x :xv : b | py|q “ prx{vs
p|E, x : t|q “ p|E|q ^ p|t|q
Well-formedness and sub-typing allow to define the restriction E x
of a stream x from an environment E “ F, x : s by $ E x X where
p|E x |q is the maximal implicant such that E $ F ĺ E x (sub-typing
is extended to environments).
Inference system The type inference system inductively defines
the relation E $ e : t on expressions. Its co-inductive relation
E $ d : F associates a definition d with an environment F under
the assumptions E. Rule (T-SIG) defines a value stream v from a
reference to the named stream x, binding the clock and value of
v and x together. Sub-typing is allowed at any time during type
inference, by using Rule (T-SUB), but requires the production of
a well-formed type t1 with respect to the parent environment E.
Beta-reduction expressions for application and scoping operate
differently. Rule (T-APP) defines the type of the application e y
of a stream y to a function e by returning its result type t, and
by substituting the name of its formal parameter x by that of
the actual, y, noted try{xs. Streams x and y must have the same
type s. Rule (T-LET) handles the local definition of d in e. First,
the type of d must be inferred. It is an environment F listing
the type of all names defined by d. This environment is then
used with E to determine the type t of e and return it. However,
since t must escape the scope of d, we have to ensure that t
does not reference a name introduced in F, hence check that it is
well-formed with respect to E. The rule for definition uses the
type inference relation E $ e : t to associate names x defined in
equations x “ e to the corresponding type environment px : sq, in
Rule (T-DEF). Rule (T-COM) composes them. Rule (T-ABS) is
that of lambda-abstraction. It chooses a type bxpy for the formal
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1

1

E$tĺt E$t X
E $ e : t1
E $ e : px : sq Ñ t E $ y : s
E $ e y : try{xs
E, F $ d : F E $ F X E, F $ e : t E $ t X
E $ let d in e : t
E$e:s
E $ x “ e : px : sq
E $ e:t

Sub-typing The abstraction, or reduction, of inferred properties is
performed via sub-typing, as for the liquid types defined in [32], to
yield a type system decidable in QF-EUFLIA. The sub-typing rule
for streams, Rule (S-SIG), makes use of the logical interpretation
p|p|q of a property p (see below) to convey the expected definition
that E $ s ĺ t whenever p|E|q ñ p|s|q ñ p|t|q is a tautology. As
in [32], it is interpreted as a formula in QF-EUFLIA, in order to
facilitate SAT/SMT checking (|ù q indicates that q is a tautology).
|ù p|E, ν : b|q ñ p|p|q ñ p|p1 |q
E $ xν : b | py ĺ xν : b | p1 y

E, f : t $ f : t
E, x :xv : b | py $ x :xv : b |p ^ x̂ ô v̂ ñ v “ xy

In the rule for stream types xν : b | py, we assume that p is welltyped with E, ν : b $ p : bool. This means that we interpret p as
a Boolean expression e and check that it does not contain any
variable free in the scope of E and ν, and that the operations it
includes are of correct arity and type.

E $ b ĺ b (S-BAS)

parameter x and deduces the type t of its body e. The resulting
function type must be well-formed with respect to E.

(T-SIG)
(T-SUB)
(T-APP)
(T-LET)
(T-DEF)

E $ d : F E $ x “ e : F1
E $ d | x “ e : F, F 1

(T-COM)

E $ x : bxpy X E, x : bxpy $ e : t
E $ f px : bq “ e : p f : px : bxpyq Ñ tq

(T-ABS)

IV. Constructive semantics
We consider the constructive, small-step, reduction semantics
of [28] to describe the behaviour of data-flow networks. Its key
feature is to embed a set of stream statuses D “ V Y t?, K, J, u
into a lattice of data values V “ B Y Z. Status ? stands for
unknown, K for absent or inhibited, J for present or activated,
and for inconsistent. We write VK “ V Y tKu for the set of
final stream statuses. Starting from D, we define a partial order Ď
on D ˆ D: the greater a status is, the more information we have
about it. In [28], Status is the greatest element. For all v P V,
one has the relations ? Ď K Ď and ? Ď J Ď v Ď .
Without loss of generality, the language of stream functions of
Section II can be (syntactically) reduced, via a rewriting e { d
(see [29]), to the scoped composition of synchronous simultaneous
data-flow equations, seen as base definitions d.
d ::“ x “ y ‹ z | d | d | d{x

base definitions

In the remainder, base definitions are defined by the composition
d | d of equations x “ y ‹ z built from intrinsic and data-flow
operators ‹ in tand, or, not, . . . u. The scope of a stream x is
lexically bound to a definition d by d{x, as in process calculi. We
note inpdq and outpdq the input and output streams in d. fvpdq is
the unbound streams of d, a notation extended to expressions and
environments.
The evaluation of a definition d is then defined by a monotonic
progress rule [29] r, d á r1 , d1 that defines all legal transitions
that gain knowledge from r, d by evolving into r1 , d1 . A registry
r is a function mapping a finite set of stream names x to their
statuses in D. The relation á iteratively gains knowledge about
the status of the stream variables defined in its domain domprq.
Example

Every time the execution of the countdown program

c “ o pre 0 | o “ n default pc ´ 1q | y “ true when pc “ 0q | n sync y
is triggered, it provides the value of a decremented count, in c, on
its output stream o. If that count reaches 0, a condition tested by y,
the output stream o synchronizes with the input stream n to reset
the counter. The execution of countdown is depicted by a series
of steps (see Section VI for the semantics of stream operators).
Changes are marked with a bullet ‚. The previous value x of
the counter c is noted count x . Let us assume for now that the
environment has triggered execution countdown by furnishing the

input stream n with the value 1 to start counting. Consequently,
the initial count 0 can be loaded into c and the new 1 is stored in
place of it. Once c is known, y can be deduced. We are left with
the synchronization constraint n sync y which, luckily, is true, as
both n and y are present.
á
á
á
á

pc, ?q
pc, ?q
pc, 0‚ q
pc, 0q
pc, 0q

pn, 1‚ q
pn, 1q
pn, 1q
pn, 1q
pn, 1q

po, ?q
po, 1‚ q
po, 1q
po, 1q
po, 1q

py, ?q
py, ?q
py, ?q
py, tt‚ q
py, ttq

count0
count0
count1‚
count1
count1

(from
(from
(from
(from

default)
pre)
when)
sync)

V. Soundness of liquid clocks
The status of a given stream x at all times is obtained by its
clock x̂. When looking at boolean models for clocks, we posit, by
construction, that x̂ is true at a given point in time (a time tag) iff
x holds a value at the same relative stream point, or x is activated
and holds x “ J. Conversely, x̂ is false iff x does not carry a
value (with respect to another stream’s time tag), denoted x “ K;
hence x̂ ô x ‰ K. In the remainder, all properties pertaining to
values are guarded or conditioned by properties on clocks (e.g.,
x̂ ô v “ x) to enforce stratified reasoning on boolean expressions.
A registry r can be seen as a partial or complete (when its
statuses are values or absence, i.e. rpxq P VK for all x in domprq)
model of properties p specified in an environment E. A partial or
incomplete model maps to at least one unknown or undetermined
(present) status. Additionally, we say that a model r1 progresses
from r, written r Ď r1 , iff rpxq Ď r1 pxq for all x P domprq “
dompr1 q. We write r |ù p|p|q to mean that the model r satisfies the
logical meaning of Property p.
Definition 1 (Model of registry): We say that E is a type
environment for r, i.e. $ r : E, iff $ E X, dompEq “ domprq
and, for all x P domprq, Epxq “ xv : b | py and $ rpxq : b. In
particular, $? : b, $ K : b, $ J : b for all b. A complete registry r
is a model of E, i.e. r |ù E iff $ r : E and, for all x P domprq,
Epxq “ xv : b | py and r |ù p|prx{vs|q. A partial registry r is a model
of E iff there exists a complete model r1 Ě r s.t. r1 |ù E.
Subject reduction and the corresponding type preservation
property consider an expression e of type t under well-formed
hypothesis E and reduces it to the definitions x “ e { d using
a fresh x R fvpeq. If, given a model r |ù E, px : tq, evaluation
progresses by r, d á r1 , d1 , then r1 |ù E, px, tq and E, px, tq $ d1 :
px, tq (see proof in [29]).
Theorem 1 (Type preservation): Let E $ e : t, x R dompEq,
F “ E, x : t and x “ e { d. If r |ù F and r, d á r1 , d1 , then
r1 |ù F and F $ d1 : px : tq.
VI. Typing clock operators
Synchronous data-flow languages like SDF, Lustre and Signal
support similar primitives to delay, merge and sample streams.
Delay In a synchronous data-flow language, a delay equation x “ y pre z (in Lustre, x = z -> pre y; in Signal
x := y$1 init z) sends the value of z (a constant c) along
the output stream x and stores the value w of y in place of z.
As a result, it delays the delivery of events from stream y by
one evaluation tick and prefixes this output by z. To determine
the type of pre in lieu of (T-FUN) with f “ pre, some temporal
reasoning is in order. pre initially (at clock i0 ) accepts an input
constant z and then (at clock i0 ) outputs the previous value of y
(at some clock in´1 ) to the output stream ν (at clock in ), n ą 0.
Therefore, the liquid type tz of z (at the first instant i0 of ν) and the
liquid type ty of y (at instants i0 of y) need to have a common
implicant that mentions none of the branches or fictive clocks
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i0 . . . in . Let p be that common upper-bound invariant of x, i.e.,
the property guaranteed by x at all times. One gets:
E $ pre : x : bxpy Ñ y : bxpy Ñ bxv : b | p ^ v̂ ô x̂ ô ŷy
Merge Lustre and Signal only differ in the way merge (and
sampling) operations are processed in time. This, in turn, makes an
important difference as to how and when clocks can be computed.
In Signal, an equation x := y default z defines the output
x by y if it is present and by z otherwise. In Lustre, merge is
implemented by the conditional x = if c then y else z over
four synchronous streams x, c, y, z. At all times, x takes the value
of y if c is true and takes z otherwise. Path sensitivity reasoning
is used to define the axioms for default and if by considering the
clocks of input streams. If we apply the same reasoning to Lustre’s
conditional, we get value relations guarded by clocks.
E $ if : c : bool Ñ y : b Ñ z : b Ñ xν : b | ν̂ ô ĉ ô ŷ ô ẑ ^ c ñ ν “ y
^ c ñ ν “ zy
For Signal’s default axiom, clocks are these of both input streams
(data-flow paths). The output ν is defined by the stream y when
its clock is present and by the stream z otherwise (at the clock ẑ
“minus” ŷ). This analysis yields the conjunction of properties that
defines the type of default.
E $ default: x : b Ñ y : b Ñxν : b | ν̂ ô x̂_ ŷ^ x̂ ñ ν “ x^ ŷ´ x̂ ñ ν “ yy
Sample The same reasoning applies to the rule for sampling:
in Lustre, x = y when z and, in Signal, x := y when z. In
Lustre, y, z are synchronous and x is defined by y when z is true.
In Signal, the output stream is defined by y if z is true.
E $ whenlu : y : b Ñ z : bool Ñxν : b | ν̂ ô ŷ ô ẑ^z ñ ν “ yy
E $ when sig : y : b Ñ z : bool Ñxν : b | ν̂ ô pŷ^ ẑ^zq^ ν̂ ñ ν “ yy
VII. Safety Properties
Critical safety properties are these guaranteeing the correct
executability of programs synthesised from data-flow specifications.
Dead-lock freedom and schedulability can be deduced from liquid
types and represented using specific algebraic structures used e.g.,
in the Signal compiler, to perform whole-program analysis.
Schedulability
The determination of a static schedule of
operations is an essential part of the compilation of synchronous
languages. Imperative synchronous languages such as Esterel
and SyncCharts define graphs representing write-to-read relations
between program instructions [1], [15]. Data-flow synchronous
languages define graphs to materialize causal dependencies from
definitions to uses of stream values in programs [17], [23]. Liquid
types allow us to formulate schedule synthesis from the type
of a data-flow network. This is done by constructing a guarded
scheduling graph (in the form of [21]) from the interpretation
of uninterpreted guarded equations present in liquid types. We
implement this by the introduction of additional qualifiers q of
the form ŷ ñ x Ñ z, that abstract (or, equivalently, are implied
by) inferred properties of the form ŷ ñ z “ qrxs, where qrs is a
‘context’, or term with a hole in it: qrs ::“ rs | ‹qrs | qrs‹q | q‹qrs.
q ::“ . . . | q ñ a Ñ a

abstract qualifiers

where a ::“ ν | ν̂. The type of a synchronous data-flow network
features properties of two forms: relations between clocks and/or
boolean conditions as well as (directed) equalities guarded by
clocks x̂ ñ y “ qrzs. One can interpret the latter as causal
relations to build a graph of scheduling relations of the form

z Ñ y to mean that the computation of z precedes that of y at
some Clock x̂. However, stream equality x “ y is causal and
needs to be disambiguated from logical equality, written x ““ y,
by the decomposition of an equation x “ y into its implied
logical equality x ““ y and causal relation: y Ñ x and x̂ Ñ x.
Additionally, a clock v̂ defined by a boolean condition x depends
on the value of the stream x, i.e., v̂ ô x. Therefore, it implies a
causality relation x Ñ v̂, as the clock of v cannot be determined
before x is computed, along Clock x̂. Last, and thanks to the subtyping rule, the introduction (and elimination) of these relations
can be performed in any place suited, e.g. to abstract a local stream
x in a definition d from its type by transitivity. The scheduling
relation induced by E, noted ÑE , is recursively defined as:
‚ for all x P dompEq, x̂ ñ x̂ ÑE x;
‚ if p|E|q |ù p|a ñ x “ qrys|q, then a ñ y ÑE x;
‚ if p|E|q |ù p| x̂ ô qrys|q for some context q, then y ÑE x̂;
‚ if q ñ a ÑE a1 and q1 ñ a1 ÑE a2 , then pq^q1 q ñ a ÑE a2 .
Scheduling graphs are subject to a set-theoretic containment
relation Ď. Now, since our liquid type system permits property
elimination using the sub-typing rule, not all types of a given
data-flow network are good candidates for causal analysis. In
fact, the only equivalence class of interest is that maximal with
respect to Ď. We say that E is d-maximal iff E $ d : E and, for
all F $ d : F, one has ÑF ĎÑE .
Definition 2 (Schedulability): Let E $ d : E such that E is dmaximal. d is schedulable, or deadlock-free, iff, for all x P dompEq,
q ñ x ÑE x invalidates q, i.e., one has p|E|q |ù p|q|q.
Example The countdown function of the previous section, and
its type specification, yields the following causal stream relations.
|
|
|
|

c
o
x
y
pq

“ o pre 0
“ n default x
“c´1
“ true when pc “ 0q
“ n sync y

n̂ ñ n Ñ o
x̂ ´ n̂ ñ x Ñ o
ĉ ñ c Ñ x
ĉ ñ c Ñ ŷ

Patience The correctness of a synchronous data-flow network
also relies on a time-dependent notion of determinism: a latencyinsensitive circuit is called patient [7]. Similarly, a synchronous
program is said endochronous iff it is able to autonomously decide
when its streams need to be read or written, i.e. when their status
is present or absent. In Lustre (or Simulink or SDF), programs
are endochronous stream functions, since all input streams of a
function are, by construction, synchronized.
In Signal, endochrony is defined with respect to the asynchronous stream interface of synchronous programs [28], i.e.,
their capability to deterministically peek values from input streams
based on their specification. This internal, or implicit, computation
of the program is synthesized by the compiler from a reasoning on
clocks called hierarchization, which builds a dominance relation
between clocks to sort those that can be computed from others.
The strict dominance relation x "E y means that ŷ can be computed
or deduced from x̂ in E, while the equivalence relation x „E y
means that x̂ and ŷ can be deduced from each other:
‚ if p|E|q |ù p| x̂ ô ŷ|q, then x „E y;
‚ if p|E|q |ù p| x̂ ô y|q, then y "E x.
The hierarchy of E, noted "˚E , is the closure of the dominance
and synchrony relations " E and „E : if p|E|q |ù p| x̂ ô ŷ ‹ ẑ|q and
y !˚E w "˚E z for some operator ‹ and stream w, then w "˚E x. It is
used to formally define the concept of patience. A well-formed
tree defines the control-flow of a well-synchronized program.
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Definition 3 (Patience): Let E $ d : E where E is d-maximal.
d is patient iff "˚E is a well-formed tree, i.e.:
‚ there exists x P dompEq s.t. x "˚E y for all y P dompEq;
‚ if x "˚E y !˚E z, then x "˚E z or z "˚E x.
Example For the countdown function, typed in Environment
E, one syntactically obtains the following clock relations.
|
|
|
|

c
o
x
y
pq

“ o pre 0
“ n default x
“c´1
“ true when pc “ 0q
“ n sync y

„E

o

c „E
c "E
y „E

x
y
n

c

Execution can thus be triggered by a stream of the " E -highest
class to, c, xu, here obviously o, by setting its status to present.
The status of all other streams can be deduced from that of o.
Progress with patience The above definitions are used to specify
the notion of progress in the framework of liquid types: if d is
schedulable and patient, then it progresses. In Lustre, and similarly
Simulink and Ptolemy’s SDF, all the input streams of a block are
synchronous, by construction. This implies that the „E -equivalence
class of a program in its d-maximal environment E contains all
its input streams, yielding progress.
Proposition 1 (Synchronous progress): Let E $ d : E, where
E is d-maximal while d is a schedulable and patient program.
Let $ r : E such that, for all x P inpdq, one has rpxq P VK and
rpxq “ ? otherwise. Then, r, d á˚ r1 , d1 and, for all x P outpdq,
one has r1 pxq P V K .
Discussion The above analysis uses the causality graphs and
dominance structures of the Signal compiler to perform wholeprogram analysis, which is done by instantiating all locally defined
streams x in scoped definitions d{x (Skolemization). A modular
extension of such an analysis naturally requires to scope these local
streams when necessary (e.g., to define local clocks) by regarding
them as ressources [16], or by using existential quantifiers ([27]
for Signal, [9] for SAT/SMT verification).
VIII. Related Work
The framework of liquid clocks introduced in this paper relates
to the theory of refinement types developed by the Liquid Haskell
project of Jahla et al. [30]. The type system expresses quantitative
properties on Boolean and integer values and indexes in the
spirit of [25] and the inference system of [32]. Timed properties
are represented by guarded proposition much like Pnueli’s
synchronous transition systems (STS) [24] which makes them
amenable to SAT/SMT-verification related works [9], [21], here, by
expressing them in QF-EUFLIA logic. Merging both approaches
offers a powerful logical framework for both analysis, verification
and code generation. It allows us to revisit and improve several
lines of earlier works concerned with clock calculi [2], [14], [22],
scheduling analysis [6], [17], [23], [26], verification by abstract
interpretation [5], [9] or just type-based analysis [4], [8], [18], [27],
and yet extend and apply these to a context now far more general
than synchronous data-flow, with the correct theoretical concepts
to guarantee type soundness. Most related data-flow synchronous
languages [3], [8], [10], [11], [13], [18] now have well-developed
and understood analysis and verification frameworks to help
validate specification correctness and automatically generate code.
While many different approaches have been considered to cast
these analyses and verification techniques into the framework of
type theory, none have been prominently successful in practice. An
obvious choice seems to have leaned toward type polymorphism in

early attempts [8], [27], albeit parametric polymorphism appears
in practice inadequate to represent value dependencies: it makes
type inference prone to variable capture, which can only be
circumvented by over-approximations and results in inefficiency.
Another possible choice is to represent clocks using regular
expressions [10], [18], which works well with sub-typing, but
unfortunately builds types of exponential space complexity (in
the size of the network under analysis), which polymorphic type
inference applied to scheduling also does [4], [27]. One hence
seeks drastic approximations (envelopes, counters, harmonics,
adapters) or sophisticated constraint simplifications to reduce
complexity. As demonstrated by Kloos et al. [16] for asynchronous
process calculi, in [19] for TLA+, refinement types offer a
valuable alternative to the above from several standpoints, both in
terms of soundness guarantees, space complexity and abstraction
capabilities. Sub-typing in refinement type systems defines a sound
and effective means of abstraction, very much comparable, and
actually implemented with, widening techniques as in abstract
interpretation and reduction techniques as in model checking.
IX. Conclusions
We enriched the refinement type framework of liquid types
with liquid clocks to capture quantitative properties of data-flow
specifications in a decidable, concise and sound manner. We
defined a simple data-flow language and equipped it with a static
semantics founded on these liquid types and clocks, seen as
property expressions defined over a rich algebra amenable to
automatic verification. We showed that such a system is sound
with respect to the dynamic small-step reduction semantics of a
core version of the data-flow language. We illustrated the use of
our new framework for the typing of clock-related primitives and
for the specification of safety properties such as schedulability
or patience. We are currently furthering our experiments with an
evolving prototype that uses Liquid Haskell as language frontend and Z3 as SAT/SMT verifier, opening up to unprecedented
expression capabilities.
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